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Details of Visit:

Author: Tejano
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 29 Mar 2016 8:00
Duration of Visit: 45 Minutes
Amount Paid: 100
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: House of Divine
Website: http://www.houseofdivine.com
Phone: 02035890126
Phone: 07725740234

The Premises:

The Warren Street flat.

The Lady:

Francesca is a very fit Brazilian woman, as advertised in her 30's. Gorgeous legs and perfect rock
solid ass, great natural breasts. A stomach tat which isn't my thing, but the rest of the package more
than makes up for it. 

The Story:

Pure Brazilian GFE. Enthusiastic DFK immediately upon walking through the door. Some excellent
OWO, 69, on with the condom sex a bunch of different ways and OWO to finish with unprompted
and prolonged/really worked CIM. She is a very nice person, no rush, happy to talk and snog. Last
appointment of the day (only 45 mins available if you you book for 8pm), and she was in no hurry to
get me out. Lovely woman. If you want a DFK GFE with a perfect Brazilian ass and an excellent
CIM, she's the one.

ps - With a couple days notice I tried to arrange a duo with Adrienne as both their profiles say
interactive. The receptionist said she would put it on the schedule, but with the understanding I
would need to call am day of to confirm they were both up for it. I called and they were not, so I kept
a solo session w Francesca. A little disappointed given the interactive description, but as the bios
also say, everything is discretionary. I had never seen either of them before, maybe that was a
factor. Much rather have it go down like this than have an expensive bad punt with both of them.
The day-of confirmation seems like a good way to handle those sorts of issues, can't complain.
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